Active voice authentication (AVA) is a new mode of talker authentication, in which the authentication is performed continuously on very short segments of the voice signal, which may have instantaneously undergone change of talker. AVA is necessary in providing real-time monitoring of a device authorized for a particular user. The authentication test thus cannot rely on a long history of the voice data nor any past decisions. Most conventional voice authentication techniques that operate on the assumption that the entire test utterance is from only one talker with a claimed identity (including i-vector) fail to meet this stringent requirement. This paper presents a different signal modeling technique, within a conditional vector-quantization framework and with matching short-time statistics that take into account the co-located speech codes to meet the new challenge. As one variation, the temporally co-located VQ (TC-VQ) associates each codeword with a set of Gaussian mixture models to account for the co-located distributions and a temporally colocated hidden Markov model (TC-HMM) is built upon the TC-VQ. The proposed technique achieves an window-based equal error rate in the range of 3-5% and a relative gain of 4-25% over a baseline system using traditional HMMs on the AVA database.
Introduction
An active voice authentication (AVA) system is intended to actively and continuously validate the identity of a person by taking advantage of his/her unique voice characteristics without prompting the user for credentials. AVA is significantly different from the conventional speaker verification in that its goal is to make a decision on the speaker identity at each time instant rather than to make a final decision after the entire test utterance is obtained because the test utterance may instantaneously undergo change of speaker in the scenario of AVA. To satisfy both the real-time requirement and statistical reliability, AVA slides a "test window" with about one second of speech data over the test utterance at the rate of 100 per second and provides a decision for each window about the speaker identity as in Fig. 1 .
For AVA, we use window-based equal error rate (WEER) as the performance metric. A window-based miss detection error (WMDE) occurs if an "true speaker" decision is made while the impostor is speaking within that window. A window-based false alarm error (WFAE) occurs if a "impostor" decision is made while the "true speaker" is actually speaking within that window. With all the decisions made for the windows sliding over all the test speech signal, the window-based miss detection rate (WMDR) and the window-base false alarm rate (WFAR) can be computed. The WEER is reached when the WMDR and WFAR are equal.
A large number of statistical modeling techniques have been proposed to characterize a speaker's voice. In 1980s, a vector quantization (VQ) codebook was used to characterize the short-time spectral features of a speaker and recognize the identity of an unknown speaker from his/her speech based on a minimum distance classification rule [1] . During the 1990s, continuous ergodic hidden Markov models (HMM) were used for textindependent speaker verification [2] . In the 2000s, the speakerspecific voice characteristics were modeled statistically by the maximum a-posterior (MAP) adapted speaker-independent Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [3, 4, 5] . Based on this, the application of support vector machines (SVM) in a GMM supervector space [6, 7, 8] modeled the speaker voice by performing a nonlinear mapping from the input space to an SVM kernel space. Recently, factor analysis methods such as joint factor analysis (JFA) [9, 10, 11, 12] and i-vectors [13, 14, 15, 16] have achieved state-of-the-art performance in NIST speaker recognition evaluations (SRE). These approaches model the speaker and channel variability by projecting speaker-dependent GMM mean supervectors onto a space of reduced dimensionality.
Although these traditional methods are able to capture longterm characteristics of a speaker's voice, they fail to robustly model the short-time statistics. In Section 3, we show that the AVA system based on i-vector achieves a perfect authentication performance when the duration of the test window is long enough (above 2.01 s). But the performance degrades rapidly as the test window duration decreases. In general, many other i-vector based systems exhibit sharp performance degradation [17, 18] , when they are tested with short duration (below 5s) utterances. This is understandable as the covariance matrix of the i-vector is inversely proportional to the number of speech frames per speaker utterance and the variance of the i-vector estimate grows directly as the number of frames in the utterance decreases [19] .
The test statistic in AVA consists of p(X|Λ target ) and p(X|Λ anti ) where X is the speech data (or its spectral representations) in a test window and Λ target , Λ target are the pair of target and anti-target statistical models that correspond to X. This is remarkably different from the conventional test statistic based on X of unspecified duration. Therefore, the duration of the training speech segments should be equal to that of the test window. Further, p(X|Λ target ) and p(X|Λ anti ) conventionally model the spectral characteristics encapsulated in one single frame and the sequential constraints between frames through transition probabilities. However, in the case of AVA, the sequential constraints do not play an effective role in characterizing the voice of a speaker because of the limited number of frames included in each short-duration test window. It is thus necessary to expand the richness of the statistics along the sequence of speech frames via modeling a set of temporally colocated frames (TCFs), i.e, modeling the spectral characteristics within a speech segment that is longer than one signal frame.
Therefore, we propose a VQ-conditioned model, in which a set of local models are built over a block of TCFs anchored on each VQ codeword. Each local model characterizes the probability distribution of one TCF anchored at a certain codeword. Many types of the VQ-conditioned models can be constructed with this approach. Each VQ codeword can be associated with a set of GMMs to model the TCFs or we can use an HMM to model the TCFs anchored at each VQ codeword. By introducing the transition probabilities, the VQ codebook can be recast into an HMM in which each state corresponds to one codeword in the original VQ codebook. A set of GMMs serve as the probability output of each HMM state to model the TCFs. We call this HMM the temporally co-located HMM (TC-HMM). In this work, we focus on the statistical modeling of the speaker voice characteristics using TC-HMM. The parameters of TC-HMM are re-estimated and adapted using an expectation-maximum (EM) algorithm [20] .
To validate the proposed framework, AVA database is recorded. The AVA system based on the TC-HMM framework achieves an average WEER of 3-5% and a relative gain of 4-25% over the baseline system using traditional HMM.
In Section 2, we introduce the AVA database used for performance evaluation. In Section 3, we introduce how i-vector applied to AVA and analyze its performance. In Section 4, we define the VQ-conditioned model. In Section 5, we introduce how the VQ-conditioned models are trained and adapted for the AVA task and how the sequential testing is conducted. In Section 6, the experimental results on AVA database are analyzed.
AVA Database
The NIST SRE Training and Test Sets are widely used to evaluate the performance of speaker verification systems [21, 22] . However, it is not suited for the AVA system because even though a test utterance in NIST SRE is labeled as coming from a certain speaker, some portions of the utterance may be actually from other speakers. These crosstalk components make the evaluation results of a real-time system meaningless as we are not able to know real identity for each time instant. This necessitates the collection of a completely new data base for the performance evaluation of AVA system.
We collect a voice database to train and validate the AVA user models from 25 volunteers (14 females, 11 males). A Microsoft Surface Pro tablet was used to record the data. The data was recorded from the built-in microphone on the tablet at 8000 samples per second and it includes about 2. voice recordings. The data that we collected from each person consists of four parts: a rainbow passage [23] , a user-chosen pass-phrase, 20 randomly selected sentences from phonetically balanced Harvard sentences [24] (5.5s on average) and 30 digit pairs (each digit is randomly selected from 0 to 9). The speaker repeats the same pass-phrase 8 times.
For the performance evaluation, the Rainbow passage, the pass-phrases and digits are used for training while the Harvard sentences are used for testing. The audio signal is converted to the conventional 39-dimension MFCC features using a 25 ms Hamming window and a 10 ms frame advance. The cepstral mean is subtracted to minimize the channel variability. The training data is 240 seconds long on average for each speaker.
AVA with I-Vector
In this section, we investigate if i-vector, the state-of-the-art technique in conventional speech verification, can also achieve extraordinary performance for AVA. Within the i-vector framework, it is assumed that a linear dependence exists between the speaker adapted GMM supervectors µ and the speakerindependent GMM supervector m [13] .
where T is a low rank factor loading matrix estimated through EM algorithm [19] and w is a standard normal distributed random vector. The i-vector is an MAP estimate of w.
We first apply i-vector to the conventional speaker verification task under the assumption that each test utterance is from only one speaker. At the training stage, we train a GMM universal background model (UBM) with all the training data in the AVA database. With EM algorithm, a speaker-independent factor loading matrix TSI is trained by using the sufficient statistics collected from the UBM. Then an i-vector is extracted for each speaker using his or her training data and TSI . During testing, an i-vector is extracted from the each test utterance using TSI . The cosine distance between the i-vector of each test utterance and that of the hypothesized speaker is used as the decision score. An EER is computed with all the utterance-level decision scores and the ground truth. In AVA database, the i-vector achieves 0.00% EER for the utterance-based speaker verification under all UBM configurations.
Then we use i-vector in the AVA task. We apply the same training procedure as in the traditional case, but during testing, a test window of prescribed duration is slided over the test utterance at the rate of 100 per second and an i-vector is extracted from the speech signal within each test window using TSI . The cosine distance between the i-vector of each test window and that of the hypothesized speaker is used as the decision score. We show the WEER results with respect to the test window duration and the number of mixtures in the UBM in Table 1 .
For each UBM configuration, the i-vector based AVA system achieves perfect performance when the duration of the test window is above 2.51 s. However, the performance degrades tremendously as the test window duration falls below 2.01 s. Note that when the test window is at 1.01 s, the WEER degrades to around 13.00%. This trend of WEER performance indicates that i-vector technique works perfectly when the duration of the test segment is long enough, but does not work well for extremely short test segments.
VQ-conditioned Model
To better model the short-time speaker characteristics, training speech segments with the same duration of the test window are extracted from the training speech data. This is done by sliding a window at the rate of approximately 100 per second. The speech segment within the sliding window at each time will serve as the training token.
Further, VQ-conditioned model is proposed to overcome the insufficiency of speech statistics within the short-duration speech segment which represents speaker characteristics. The VQ-conditioned model is a codebook and a set of probability distributions of the anchor frame with its TCFs conditioned on each codeword.
Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xT } denote a training token from a certain speaker. Given xt as the anchor (local) frame at discrete time t, {x t+k | − K ≤ k ≤ K, k = 0} is the set of TCFs of xt and x t+k is the k th TCF of xt. Further, if xt is quantized to codeword j through a codebook Q, x t+k is the k th TCF of codeword j. k < 0 indicates that the TCF is ahead of xt in time.
With the above notation, the VQ-conditioned model is given by
where Q(xt) = j means that xt is quantized to codeword j through a codebook Q. p(x t+k |Q(xt) = j) is the conditional distribution of the k th TCF of codeword j, and is called the k th temporally co-located distribution (TCD) of codeword j.
In this work, we use GMMs to model the TCDs and name this model temporally co-located VQ (TC-VQ). As a variation of the VQ-conditioned model, TC-HMM is built up upon the TC-VQ by mapping the VQ codewords to the HMM states, embedding the (2K + 1)L GMMs as the state probability outputs and introducing the transition probabilities.
AVA with VQ-conditioned Model
For the AVA task, we need to train a pair of models (target and anti-target models) for each speaker and use them to verify the claim of each test speech segment. With VQ-conditioned modeling, we first use all the training data in AVA database to train a speaker-independent TC-VQ (SI-TC-VQ) in which each codeword is associated with a set of (2K + 1) speakerindependent GMMs. Then we recast the SI-TC-VQ into a speaker-independent TC-HMM (SI-TC-HMM) that is used as the anti-target model for all the speakers during sequential testing. Finally, the SI-TC-HMM is trained and then adapted to the speech signal of each individual speaker to generate a set of speaker-dependent TC-HMMs (SD-TC-HMMs) which are used as the target models.
SI-TC-VQ Training
In this section, a SI-TC-VQ is trained to serve as the antitarget model for sequential testing of AVA. At first, Kmeans clustering algorithm [25] is used to generate a speakerindependent codebook Q of size L with a set of codewords C = {1, 2, . . . , L} using the speech signal from all speakers. We quantize training frames from all the speakers with Q so that each training frame is assigned a codeword. Q is also used to quantize the test frames in the testing stage. Then we estimate the distributions of the TCFs given each codeword in Eq. (2) . The k th TCD is given by the following GMM-UBM,
where d is the dimension of each frame and µ jkm , Σ jkm , w jkm is the mean vector, covariance matrix and weight of the m th mixture component of the UBM that models the k th TCF of codeword j, respectively.
We pool all the k th TCFs of codeword j in codebook Q to train the UBM p(x t+k |Q(xt) = j) via EM algorithm.
SI-TC-HMM Training
In this section, SI-TC-HMM is trained to model the temporal structure in the speakers' voice. The SI-TC-HMM is initialized from the SI-TC-VQ trained in Section 5.1 as follows. First, the set of L codewords C = {1, . . . , L} of SI-TC-VQ is mapped to a set of L states S = {1, . . . , L} of the SI-TC-HMM such that the frames that were quantized to codeword j are now aligned with state j. Then, the UBM that models the distribution of the k th TCF of codeword j now serves as the probability output of state j, i.e.,
Assume that Ni is the number of frames aligned with the SI-TC-HMM state i and Nij is the number of frames aligned with state i with its next frame aligned with state j. The initial transition matrix A = [aij] of the SI-TC-HMM is
where i, j = 1, . . . , L. We further generate the new alignment of speech frames against the SI-TC-HMM states through Viterbi algorithm as follows. If we have a training token X = {x1, . . . , xT } and φt(j) represents the maximum likelihood of observing speech vectors x1 to xt being in state j at time t(1 ≤ t ≤ T ), that is,
where st is the codeword that frame xt is aligned with. The optimal state sequenceŜ = {ŝ1, . . . ,ŝT } that X is aligned with can be obtained using the following recursion
aij and p(x t+k |st = j) have been initialized in Eqs. (4), (5).
Then we re-estimate the parameters A and Θ in SI-TC-HMM. For any training token X, if xt is aligned withŝt, its k th TCF x t+k is used to train the UBM p(x t+k |st =ŝt).
SI-TC-HMM Adaptation
The SD-TC-HMM is generated by adapting the UBMs embedded in the SI-TC-HMM states to the training data of the speaker with MAP estimation. The SD-TC-HMM is used as the target model in sequential testing. For an adaptation token X a = {x a 1 , . . . , x a T a } from a certain speaker, if speech frame x a t is aligned with the stateŝt of the SI-TC-HMM trained in Section 5.2, its TCF x a t+k is used to adapt the UBM p(x t+k |st =ŝt) with EM algorithm as follows.
1) E-step: We compute the posterior of mixture m given the k th TCF x a t+k of state j within adaptation data,
T a j = {t|x a t is aligned with state j of the SI-TC-HMM} (9) 2) M-step: The speaker-adapted mean vectorμ jkm , variance matrixΣ jkm and weightŵ jkm of the m th component of GMMp(x t+k |st = j) is updated as
where |T a j | is the number of frames in X a that are aligned with state j. For simplicity, the transition probabilities in SD-TC-HMM remain the same as in SI-TC-HMM.
Sequential Testing
In the testing stage, the AVA sequentially takes in a sliding window of speech frames and calculates the log-likelihood with respect to both the target and anti-target models for the registered speaker. Assume that we have the target SD-TC-HMM and the anti-target SI-TC-HMM with parameters Λ target and Λ anti respectively. The LLR score for the test window is given by
where Λ = {Λ target , Λ anti } and φT (i) can be obtained by the recursion in Eq. (7). Then we compare Γ(X|Λ target , Λ anti ) with threshold γ to make a decision on the speaker identity for that window. By varying γ, WEER can be calculated.
Experiments
We use the training and test data in the AVA database described in Section 2 to evaluate the performance of the AVA system based on VQ-conditioned models. Training of the needed models has been described in Section 5. The number of mixture components for each GMM is fixed at 4 and the duration of the test window is fixed at 1.01 s.
First, we show the WEER results with respect to the number of TCF modeled in each TC-HMM state (2K) and the number of states in the TC-HMM in Table 3 : WEER (%) of AVA system on AVA database under different TC-VQ configurations.
the traditional HMM case. As is observed from Table 2 , the AVA system based on TC-HMM framework achieves an average WEER of 3-5% and a relative gain of 4-25% over the baseline system using traditional HMM. This indicates that VQconditioned model successfully meets the real-time requirement of AVA which most of the conventional speaker verification techniques (including i-vector) fail to satisfy. The performance gain comes from the co-located GMMs in each TC-HMM state since, for a fixed number of states, the WEER first decreases gradually as 2K grows and then decreases when 2K becomes too large. This is because, during Viterbi alignment, the state output probability of each anchor frame is evaluated by a set of (2K + 1) GMMs which models both the anchor frame and the TCFs instead of using one single GMM as in the traditional HMM case and the best state sequence obtained in this way is thus more accurate. However, the far-away TCFs are loosely correlated with the anchor frame and provide inaccurate statistics that degrade the performance when 2K continues to increase.
From Table 2 , we can also see that the value of 2K at which the lowest WEER is achieved becomes smaller as the number of states in TC-HMM grows . This is because, as the number of states in TC-HMM increases, the amount of data used to train or adapt the GMMs that model far-away TCFs becomes insufficient, which makes the estimation of these GMMs less accurate.
In Table 3 , we show that the AVA performance is improved by recasting TC-VQs into TC-HMMs. The reason is that, with TC-HMMs, transition probabilities are introduced to model the sequential constraints of the states and, through Viterbi alignment, the state sequence that the speech frames are aligned with are sequentially optimal rather than locally optimal as in the TC-VQ case.
Conclusions
In this work, the VQ-conditioned modeling framework is introduced to model the short-time characteristics of the speaker voice as is required by AVA. The proposed framework achieves consistent and significant performance gain over the systems using traditional HMMs on the AVA task. The gain comes from the temporally co-located GMMs and the sequential constraints introduced by the transition probabilities.
